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The subject of this paper will be the transverse stability in the SPS 
of the high intensity fixed target proton beam. We will deal with coupled 
bunch instabilities. The half bunch length of the injected beam at 14 
Gev/c is typically 2 ns in the SPS.11 shrinks during the acceleration to a 
minimum of = I ns at transition.This sets the upper limit of the beam 
frequency spectrum to 700 MHz. The SPS impedance at high frequencies 
can be approximated by a low Q resonator also known as the broad 
band model, The resonator frequency is 1.35 GIlz.lts impedance is 
purely inductive below 700 MHL. This inductive impedance is much 
smaller than the resistive wall impedance at the lowest betatron osiilla- 
tion frequencies, The resistive wall transverse impedance decreaccs with 
the square root of the frequency while the indudivc transverse impedance 
remains constant.For frequencies higher than the cutoff frequency of the 
transverse feedback system( z 5 MMtlz ) the inductive impedance is much 
larger than the resistive wall transverse impedance.The effects on beam 
stability are important. In the next paragraph we will study the total 
transverse impedance as a function of frequency.The necessary conditions 
for stability will be determined and compared with experimental observa- 
tions. An interesting phenomenon of Landau damping was observed ex- 
perimentally and will be analyscd theoretically. 

The SPS impedance between 0 and 7OOMHz 

In an accelerator it is possible to identify two sources of transverse 
impedance. The first source is the wall resistivity and the second source 
are the crosssection variations of the vacuum chamber. 

The former is simply the impedance of the smooth inner vacuum 
chamber wallThis impedance is resistive when the skin depth is larger 
than the thickness of the wall and this occurs at very low frequency.The 
skin depth decreases with increasing frequency and the impedance bc- 
comes complex when the skin depth is smaller than the wall thickness. 

The effect of the cross section variations can conveniently be ap- 
proximated by a damped resonator, better known as broad band rcsoaa- 
tor.The components of the broad band model for the SPS arc well 
lalown [2] 

The expression for the transverse resistive wall impedance is: 

Zlnv= (Rclb’)J[~~/(n(n-Q))1(1 +j) 

where R is the machine radius,c the speed of light,b is the transverse di- 
mension of the vacuum chamber,p the resistivity of the vacuum chamber 
wall,a the permeability,SI the angular revolution frequency,Q the machine 
tune, n(n-Q) the betatron oscillation frequency with mode number n. 
For chambers with a circular cross section,b is the chamber radius. For 
flat elliptical chambers as in the SPS b is the half height when the calcu- 
lation is done in the vertical plane.For the horizontal plane b is an 
equivalent radius. [3] In the SPS we find that ba (horizontal)= 2 b3 
(vertical). 
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The expression for Zlrw is valid in the SPS for frequencies above 
100 kHz The lowest betatron frequency is 15 kllz in the SPS.Thc tran- 
sverse resistive wall impedance is resistive at that frequency and has fol- 
lowing values: 

%lnv = 120 Mllim horizontally 
7 .I,.,.,, = 240 Mn,‘m vertically 

The transverse impedances drop inversely with f?eyuency up to 101) 
kHz.They become more and more complex for higher frequencies and 
drop with the squxc mot of frequency This is shown in Pigun: 1 for the 
vertical plane. 

The resonant frequency- of the SI’S broadband resonator is 1.35 
GHz.The half bunch length of the high intensity proton beam is around 
2 ns during the 14 C&v/c injectionThe bunch shortens to z 1 ns.l?gure 
2 shows the envelopes of the bunch spectra assuming parabolic bunches 
of 1 and 2 ns half lengths. It is clear that the resonator frequency is much 
larger than the bunch spectrum even for the shortest bunch in this mode 
of the SPS operation.Therefore the complex resonator impedance reduces 
to a pure inductive impedance. In [2] following values where calculated 
for the constant inductive wall transverse impedance: 

Zliw= 5.2 Mia/m horizontally 
Zliw= 12.5 Ma/m vertically 

The transverse inductive wall impedance and the transverse resistive wall 
can be compared in Figure 1 for the vertical plane.The horizontal plane 
is similar. 
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Fig 2 

The driving force of the instability 

‘lhc driving force of the instability is proportional to the convolu- 
tion product of the transverse impedance and bear intensity spectrum. 

The RF frequency in the SPS is 200 MHz.When the machine is 
handling high intensity proton beams nearly all buckets are Shed. The 
beam intensity spectrum contains only a few spectral lines within the 
spectrum envelope (Figure 2). 

The resistive wall impedance will only couple with one line at the 
lowest frequency.The frequency of the next line will be 200 MHz higher 
and the resistive wall impedance there is negligable. The lowest frequency 
spectral line is proportional to the average beam current. 

The inductive wall impedance,however couples with all the spectral 
lines.The sum of the spectral lines is proportional to the peak circulating 
beam current,or,in other words,proportional to the average current di- 
vided by the bunching factor Bf, In order to compare the various com- 
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we list the transverse impedances for vertical plane in the SPS.The hori- 
zontal impedances are half the vertical ones. 

Table 1. Vertical trannerse impedance in the SPS 

r;Kquency Resistive wall impedance Inductive wall impedance!Bf 

Mtlz Mnh MO/m 

0.015 240 2Sj 

5.0 5.3( 1 + j) 2Sj 

45 l.S(l+j) 2Sj 

Bunching factor Bf= 0.5 

The stabilising forces 

ne first stabiising force is generated by a transverse feedback sys- 
tem.me SPS system has a bandwidth of 5 MHz and prevents coupled 
bunch instabilities within that frequency range. 

The second source of stabilisation is Landau damping generated by 
a spread in betatron oscillation frequencies. This spread is created by the 
&ct space charge tune shift(Laslett tune shift) and by octupola fields. 
It turns out ,in the case of the SPS, that the necessary octupol~ tune 
spreads are larger than the tune spread available from the direct space 
&age tune shift WCII at the lowest beam energy.We will therefore neg- 
lect the space charge effectIt simplifies the arguments without loss of the 
essentials. 

h&U damFag with a set of non linear oscillators has been treated 
h &tail in [I] In particular it was found that a frequency distribution 
h(w) -ted by 0aup01~ fields can bc treated as an equivalent set of 
linear oscillators but with following frequency distribution: 

F(w) = - kw(dh/dw) 

where the oau@x field creates a frequency shill w =r’/k on a pdcle 
with betatron amplitude r. 
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Fig 3 
If we assume the normal Gaussian amplitude distribution then F(w) 

will have the tn+d form given in Figure 3.The corresponding stability 
diagram [II is shown in Figure 4 as well as the directions of the impe- 
dance vectors at 15 kIIz,S MHz and 45 MHz. The impottance of the in,- 
dudve W.U impedance at the higher hquencies may be clear from that 
fiW.At 15 kIiz the resistive wall is dominant.In practice it is tamed by 
the transverse feedback system.At 5 MHz the impedance is mainly in- 
duct.ive.The feedback is no longer efficient and stability can only be pro- 
vided by Landau dampingThe resistive component is small, Nevertheless 
it can cause an instability The necessary Landau damping is determined 
by the amplitude of the impedance vector which is significantly larger 
than the sole resistive component.‘& situation is very similar at 45 
hlIlz. Stability Without 1mda1.1 damping could be achieved bv a h>po- 
thctica.l superdamper which can resolve the transverse moiion of 2 
neighbouring bunchesIn the case of the SPS this would require a band. 
width of I00 \ftlz. 
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Experimental observations 

The octupolar field was carefully tuned out during a machine exper 
iment in one transverse plane at a time during the 14 &Y/C injection 
coast.The transverse feedback was operational. The beam was unstable in 
both planes.The octupoles were then powered until stabiity was 
achieved. The beam emittances were 1.7 and 0.85 a aradm in the hoti- 
zontal and vertical planes respcctively.The observations were done either 
with half a machine circumference filled with 1.75 10” particles or a 111 
machine with 3.5 10 I3 particles. The instability develops at a fr-equcncy 
around 4 to 5 MHz. When the machine is only partially filled additional 
spectral lines appear around the main line with a spacing equal to the 
revolution 6equency.However they will couple with the same resistive 
wall impedance as the main line since this impcdame will hardly change 
for these f?cqumcy dif&rences at 5 MHz. The sum of the spectral lines 
around this fresucncy for the partiaUy illled machine is equal to the single 
spectml line of the full machine.Both situations are quivalent from the 
pint of view of the instability. It may be more physical to remark that 
the beam intensity contained in one wave length of the instability is 
strictly the same in both cases. 

l harizontaI plane: Growing transverse signals were observed but 
the rate was so low that it could not be determined with enough 

accuracy.No beam loss 0ccurred.A clear indication of beam in- 
stability showed up on the wire scanner profiles. Figure 5 shows 
2 scans at an interval of 1.1 seconds.The emittancc growth is 
obvious.The absence of beam loss can IX explained by the large 
horizontal aperture in the SPS. 
By powering the horizontal Landau octupoles to a normaLsed 
integmted field of 2 m-’ the instability disappeared and the em- 
ittance was conserved. 

l vertical plane: Clear transverse signals were observed.The insta- 
bility was accompanied by beam losa.(The vertical aperture is 

much more restricted than the horizontal aperture.)The maxi- 
mum signal level was observed around 5 MHz (Fii 6). The 
growth rate was between 5 and 10 msec (Figure 7). The instabil- 
ity could be stabilised by powering the vertical Landau octupoles 
toanormali&integratedfieldofeither5m-”or -19m-s. 
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Spectrum of instability signal gr0\r111 at 4.6 \\IIlL 
Fig 6 Fig 7 

AdYSiS 

We will do two thingsFist we will verify that the stability provided 
by the octupolar fields is consistent with the information on transverse 
impedance.Secondly we will clarify the importance of the sign of the oc- 
tupolar field for beam stability. 

Let us go back to Figure 3 and 4.Figure 3 shows a frequency distri- 
bution of linear oscillatorsIt has the same stabilising properties as the 
frequency distribution caused by octupolar fields on a beam with a 
Gaussian amplitude distribution. The tuneshift as a function of amplitude 
for an octupole is: 

AQ., = ( - 3/ 16rr)PS,r’ 

when r is the amplitude and S, is the normalised octupole strength. The 
frequency scale of Figure 3 is normalised with the frequency shift of the 
particles with amplitude 1 o.The stability diagram derived from the dis- 
tribution of Figure 3 is shown in Figure 4. Prom [ 11 we know that a tune 
spread dQ can damp an instability with a coherent tune shift AQ smaller 
than at&-‘([) .The stability diagram is the contour that the vector 
d-‘(i) describes in the complex plane when scanning the normaliscd frc- 
quency [ of the distribution. In order to determine the threshold condi- 
tion d-i([) is read from the stability diagram in the direction of the driv- 
ing impedance. 

A transverse impedance 21 causes the following tune shift: 

~QI = neZ~,~WQ(E/ec)] 

We select in Figure 4 the impedance vector at 5 MHz and we find that 
d-‘(~)=3.5.Applying the formulae given above we can compute the 
necessary octupole strength for stabiIity.The calculated strenghts are 4.1 
m-s in the vertical plane and 1 m-’ in the horizontal plane. Experi- 
mentally ~2 found 5 and 2 m-‘. The agreement is very good taken into 
account that the experimental values include a stability margin, 

Let US flow turn to the sign of the octupoles. Already from Figures 
3 and 4 we notice a strong asymmetry in the distribution and also in the 
stability diagram We will concentrate on the slow wave which is at the 
origin of instabilities. A positive octupole produces a negative tune 
shiftA negative tune shift corresponds to a frequency increase in the slow 
wave. Thcreforc the distribution function in frequency shown in I’igure 3 
for a slow wave is consistent with a positive octupole. Rather then repeat 
the stability calculation for negative octupoles we prefer to compare in 
the same figure the stability situation for positive and negative octupolar 
fieldsWe copy the first quadrant of Figure 4 valid for positive octupoles 
and inductive impedances.Then we choose a distribution equiv,alcnt to a 
negative octupolar field but 4 times as strong (Figure 8). Remember that 
we require approximately 4 times more negative octupolar field than po- 
sitive octupolar field in the experiment ( - 19 versus 5 rn--‘). The corre- 
sponding stability diagram is multiplied by 4 as well and is shown on the 
me plot (Figure 9). This has the advantage that the impedance vectors 
are identical for the two cases so that direct comparison becomes possi- 
blc.We have drawn the impedance vector at 5 MHz,that is the frequency 
where the instability grows. From Figune 9 it may bc clear that the large 
negative octupoIar excitation provides much mare stability than the small 
positive excitation for impedances which are more resistive than induc- 
tive. For more inductive impedances howcvcr.as in our casc,thc same 
stability is achieved by hoth the large negative and small positive octu- 
pole 
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Conclusions 

It has been shown that with the present tmnsverse feedback system 
of the SPS octupolar fields are necessary to stabilise the high intensity 
proton beams at frequencies beyond the cutoff of the system. The 
strength of the necessary octupolar ficltis are determined hy the waJ1 in- 
ductance.lIence octupoles remain necessary at the same excitation lcvcl 
even when the feedback bandwidth is increased,although the instability 
growth rate decreases as the square root of the increased bandwidth due 
to the reduction of the resistive wall effect. Only a bandwidth which cov- 
ers aJl the coupled bunch modes,i.e., 100 hlIG in the SPS,would allow a 
stable operation without octupoles. The tune spread induced by octupo- 
lar fields may have adverse effects on the beam.Large tune spreads make 
it more and mom difficult to avoid non linear resonances.Thcrefore the 
sign of the necessary octupole becomes extremely important.lndecd it has 
been demonstrated that in the case of a dominant inductive impedance 
one needs about 4 times more negative odupolar strength in the SI’S 
than positive octupolar strength. 

The tuneshift caused by the transverse impednnco and the emittance 
are inversely proportional to the benm momentum. Since the tune spread 
is proportional to the beam emittance it follows that a constant norrnal- 
ised octupolar field would stabilise the bc.am during accclcration.The 
bunching factor however incrcascs by about a f.ictor2 brtwecn injcc- 
tion(14 Gevjc) and extraction( 450 Gevjc) in the SPSThis requires a 
doubling of the normalised octupolar fields to keep the bcnm stable. 
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